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Update to Popular Note TakingApp Now Available – 7notes 1.4

New version makes it easier to create, share and save memos on iPhone.

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) September 29, 2011 -- 7knowledge Corporation, an innovative productivity
application developer for tablet and smartphone devices, has released 7notes 1.4, an update version of the
popular application for iPhone that includes new features and functionality to make it easier for consumers to
create, share and store notes and memos.

“7notes continues to receive rave reviews from users. They enjoy using an app that makes it easy to take notes
in real time, without the hassle of worrying about spelling or punctuation,” said Kaz Ukigawa, the CEO of
7knowledge. “Their response is what encouraged us to make this update in order to deliver an application that
continues to meet their wants and needs and make their note taking experience event better, and improved
creative options, share and save capabilities were among their needs.”

Among the new features in 7notes 1.4: new background colors and other creative elements such as various
seasonal template and rich memos, and SMS and clipboard abilities. While iPhone's small tiny keyboard limits
the potential of the power of device, 7notes will unlock the limitation for user to be more productive with the
addition of an extended keyboard that will provide a wide input area that makes the tiny iPhone keyboard
obsolete.

“A common complaint among iPhone users is its tiny keyboard. 7notes will offer a more enjoyable note taking
experience with an extended software keyboard, providing a more comfortable text input mode, while its stroke
and convert abilities will easily convert handwriting to digital font. Now with 7notes the headaches of taking
notes on the iPhone will be eliminated.”
New design elements will help bring notes to life, while the addition of more vibrant background colors or
picture images will enable users to think of their smartphone as a device that will support their creative work,
like writing and drawing, as well as gaming, listening to music and watching videos.

New clipboard features will allow users to save work, while SMS capabilities will take sharing ability beyond
DropBox and Evernote, making it easy to text notes to friends, family or colleagues. “7notes already allowed
users to sketch ideas, organize thoughts and share, but now there is even more creative and greater ability to
share and save at social network services,” Kaz added.

With 7notes proprietary state-of-the-art handwriting recognition software, users can take notes on the go with
their fingers or a pen for the iPad and event switch between handwriting and keyboard entry with a single
touch. Memos can even be saved into different formats through DropBox and Evernote. Standard features
include simple note taking features, built-in Spell Checker, autocorrect and auto-completion and PDF
Document Creation.

7Knowledge continue to offer solutions that eliminate barriers between smartphone users and their keyboards,
with future plans to expand its 7notes for iPhone and iPad app, as well as 7notes for Android.

7notes is available for download in the iPhone and iPad app store at: http://itunes.apple.com/app/id449800424.

7notes’ Seven Benefits:
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1. New wide input area makes the tiny iPhone keyboard obsolete
2. Import pictures and add notes right on top of them. Various seasonal templates make your writing fun.
3. Write now, record your thoughts and digitize them.
4. Keep track of your important dates and set alarms for your messages --- have a tickler file at your finger
tips.
5. Share your writing with personal feelings by “Edit it” server beyond any limitation of numbers of
characters.
6. Use handwriting to send SMS messages, E-mail , post to Facebook, twitter , quickly and naturally
7. State-of-the-art predictive engine make a litter effort for writing and typing

New Features of 7notes 1.4:
• SMS messaging
• Memo on pictures
• Template Gallery for seasonal greeting
• Accuracy improvement for the predictive engine
• Performance improvement

About 7knowledge, Corporation
7knowledge Corporation, subsidiary of Metamoji, was established by the founders of JustSystems (listed on
JASDAQ) in 2011 to contribute to the advancement of human beings by providing innovative application and
services. For more information about 7knowledge Corporation please visit http://7knowledge.com
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Contact Information
Danielle Simmons
650-991-8899

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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